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• In 2019, Parsons made a similar 
presentation to Vehicle Technology 
International Conference, and discussed
– Diesel fuel pricing
– Electric buses and electric passenger cars
– Carbon pricing (carbon taxation)
– Elevated biofuels content in fuels

• Now in 2021, will follow up on relevant 
work since 2019 important to heavy duty 

Introduction - Dr. Robert Parsons



• Carbon taxation - why this doesn’t 
work and implications to transportation

• Zero emission freight trucking - 
options and implications within Manitoba

• Zero emission buses - options and 
implications within Manitoba 

• Knowledge Synthesis Grant (SSHRC) - 
implications of COVID-19 on transit and 
active mobility, and moving forward 

Overview of Topics



Carbon Taxation



• Tough for Canada to reach 2030 target!
• The primary policy tool of the current 

federal government has been carbon 
pricing - just a nice way to say “carbon 
taxation” (legit emission-fee method)
– “Tax” has negative connotation but is tax!

• The problem is that if the intent is to 
reduce emissions, especially regarding 
transportation energy and fuels, carbon 
taxation is simply the wrong policy tool!

Carbon Taxation?



• Lots of ambition but unlikely to achieve 

Carbon Taxation? 2018 expectation

https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/weather/climatechange/
climate-action/pricing-carbon-pollution/estimated-impacts-federal-system.html



Parsons (2021) Recent Paper



• Looked at 15 years of data on 
provincial level (2005 through 2019)

• Identified relevant emissions reduction 
policies in play across jurisdictions

• Compared overall emission trends with 
policy actions
– Carbon taxation and related cap-and-trade 

never associated with any real reductions
– One policy notably made a demonstrable 

difference - namely “grid decarbonization”

Parsons (2021) Recent Paper



• We are relying just on “pricing effects”
– Simple fix would be to redirect collected 

taxes to mitigation or reduction activities
– Instead using trendy “revenue recycling” 

• Current tax is also unfair, not equitable
• Over-emphasis on carbon taxation has 

just been leaving us in a deeper hole
– Clear implication that taxes do not work
– But also know that incentives do work!

Parsons (2021) Implications



Zero-Emission Freight Trucking



• Academic-Industry Meeting (AIM) Day
– On-line January 26, 2021, sponsored by 

Manitoba Industry-Academia Partnership
• Question posed by Manitoba Trucking 

Association (MTA) for AIM Day
– How can we build a business case for 

electric trucks with Manitoba Hydro?
• Two academics from Asper participated
– Paul Larson, PhD, Professor of SCM 
– Robert Parsons, PhD, MBA, Sessional 

Genesis of Work on Trucking



AIM Day Major Reports (April 2021)



• Two main options for zero emissions
– Battery electric vehicles (BEV); and
– Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV)
– “VHS vs Beta-max” situation developing

• Key barriers identified to bring heavy 
duty freight to commercialization:
– For BEV is achieving and demonstrating 

adequate “range”
– For FCEV are “high cost” of fuel cells and 

“provision of hydrogen” fuel

AIM Day Major Results



• If assume both are commercially ready

• Viability easy for BEV, trickier for FCEV

BEV versus FCEV Economics

Heavy Duty Option Fuel Consumption
Conventional Diesel Truck 38.5 Litres per 100 km

Battery Electric Truck 100 kWh per 100 km
Fuel Cell Electric Truck 8 kg H2 per 100 km

Heavy Duty Option Equivalent Price
Conventional Diesel Truck $1.30 per Litre

Battery Electric Truck $0.50 per kWh
Fuel Cell Electric Truck $6.25 per kg H2



• Important implications emerge given 
“Manitoba’s situation has changed”

• Decade ago both options readily viable
–Manitoba’s average cost of electricity used 

to about 4¢ per kWh
– Input cost for H2 (electrolysis) of about 

$2.00 per kg, leaving lots of room to get to 
desirable range of around $6.25 per kg

• Except ... high costs for new dams 
causing big problems for economics

BEV versus FCEV Economics



https://keeyask.com

The Big Elephant in the Room!!



• It is possible to estimate approximate 
prices per kWh from financial analysis
– Capital cost of dam project
– Lifespan and “cost of money” for PVIFA
– Expected annual output

• Students in Sustainability Economics 
undertook this exercise to estimate 
prices for Keeyask as part of course
– Lifespan 78 year, cost of money 4.7%, and 

output of 4,400 million kWh  (from NFAT)

Problematic New Dam Prices



• Results (using PVIFA = 20.69)

• Resulting prices are very high
–Most problematic for FCEV, given prices 

translate to input costs for H2 ranging from 
$4.75 to $5.75 per kg, meaning final prices 
much higher than desired $6.25 per kg

Problematic New Dam Prices

 Capital Cost Annual Cost Price per kWh
  $8,700 million $420 million   9.5¢ per kWh
  $9,500 million $460 million 10.4¢ per kWh
$10,500 million $510 million 11.5¢ per kWh



• High price levels for electricity are also 
problematic for BEV as well, but offer 
an interesting possibility

• Unlike the case for FCEV, it could be 
possible to fully cover off the higher 
new dam electricity costs with BEV
– Requires much higher fee rates for vehicle 

electricity than standard rates
– This follows a legitimate approach termed, 

“application pricing” 

Problematic New Dam Prices



• Higher electricity pricing for EV is valid
– California has highest EV uptake in North 

America, yet consumer prices 30+¢/kWh
• But, suggesting consumers should pay 

higher prices for electricity was a big 
mistake on my part, ... although
–We were building case to Manitoba Hydro  

• Should have suggested could provide 
BEV fuel prices of 30¢ to 40¢ per Litree

– Highly attractive proposition for users

Problematic New Dam Prices



• Vehicle charging (especially HD BEV) 
ensure Manitoba Hydro financial stability
–We no longer have cheap electricity
– Even at higher prices attractive to users too

• FCEV for HD are more problematic
– Not out of game but need to find specific 

opportunities with value advantages 
• Capital costs all still very high
– Incentives would certainly assist (hint, hint!)
– Suggested incentive of $100k per unit

Implications for Manitoba



Electric Buses

Second generation BEB on Graham Avenue Mall Feb 2017



• In 2020 the City of Winnipeg released 
its report on Zero Emission Buses (ZEB)
– Work led by Erin Cooke

• With this in mind, students in my 
course undertook an independent CBA 
of the ZEB options earlier in the same 
spring (Parsons et al. 2020) 
– Draft copy of our report was provided to 

the City of Winnipeg so they knew what 
would be said, and so no surprises

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)



• Our report yielded some useful insights
– A few recommendations differ from City of 

Winnipeg plan moving forward, but ...
– These all involve logical reasons

• Key finding was that ZEB options are all 
more expensive than if consider just 
new conventional diesel transit buses
– This includes considering carbon taxes
– Carbon tax is ineffective to cause change
– Tax only works at unrealistically high levels

Cost Benefit Analysis - Results



• Of the two main ZEB options available 
BEB appeared to have lower overall 
costs, this despite potentially requiring 
more BEB units 

• Latter is interesting problem for BEB
– BEB appear to still not be able to directly 

replace conventional diesel buses on a 
one-to-one basis, and require more units

– We used 1.00-to-1 and 1.25-to-1 ratios
– This is not an issue for FCEB

Cost Benefit Analysis - Results



• For BEB the choice for charging makes 
a significant difference in costs

• “Demand fees” important in this case
– Analysis showed on-route charging best
– City of Winnipeg opted for depot charging 

instead specifically to gain experience 
• Electrical supply limits very important

– If Winnipeg exceeds 100 BEB at main 
garage, very costly to supply more power

– Would lead to environmental assessment

Cost Benefit Analysis - Results



• FCEB appear to be really struggling with 
“crossing the chasm” market problem
– FCEB unit costs remain very high, needing 

bigger market sales to reduce prices, but
– No one wants to buy until prices drop

• Costs of hydrogen provision problem too
– Steam methane reforming (SMR) of natural 

appears to be lower cost option for H2
– Again, carbon taxes were included but do 

not result in any consequential changes

Cost Benefit Analysis - Results



Impacts of COVID-19 (KSG)



• SSHRC Knowledge Synthesis Grants 
(KSG) regarding COVID-19 impacts on 
Mobility and Public Transit (June 2021)
– U of M team successful proposal
– “Public Transit and Active Transportation: 

Activity, Structural and Energy Efficiency 
Effects on Mobility and the Environment”

– Paul Larson, PhD, Applicant; Robert 
Parsons, PhD, Co-applicant; Arne Elias, 
PhD, Collaborator, Bengu Yesiltas (student)

Impacts of COVID-19 on Transit
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Impacts of COVID-19 on Transit

Data from Statistics Canada



• Key finding is that COVID-19 has 
literally devastated public transit
– Ridership dropping to less than one third 

of pre-COVID, and only just back to 50%
– Four effects: (1) reduced work commuting; 

(2) reduced educational commuting; (3) 
social distancing; and (4) fear! (still here)

• High priority recommendation is need 
to restore public transit ridership
– (1) physical systems; (2) public confidence

Impacts of COVID-19 on Transit



• Canada has emphasized funding ZEB
– Yet restoring ridership needs to cover all 
– ZEB can increase reductions, but transit 

still depends significantly on modal-shift
• Carbon tax is problematic to recovery
– Tax causes little change in bus economics
– Transit not easily eligible for any refunds
– Cities must eat the tax (scare Municipal 

revenues), or just pass on to customers 
(social inequity) - lose-lose situation!

Impacts of COVID-19 on Transit



• Ample rationale to recommend making 
transit agencies exempt on carbon tax
– We need to restore modal shift as priority
– Carbon tax exemption would provide relief 

in locations and with timing where needed
– e.g., Agricultural activities already exempt

• Incentives important for moving to ZEB
– Simple incentives (Melo and Parsons 2019) 
– Good starting point is $250k per ZEB unit 

on registration

Recommended Directions
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Recommendation on Incentives

Data from 2016 Census
Statistics Canada 
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Recommendation on Incentives

This is Winnipeg
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Recommendation on Incentives

This is Winnipeg

 Slew of small cities with low transit
 Simple incentives would help



Thank you very much! 

Are there any questions?



– Parsons, R.V. 2021. Canada as a case 
study for balanced presentation to address 
controversy on emission reduction 
policies. Sustainability 13: 7909. https://
www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/13/14/7909/pdf

– (Open access journal article) 

Reference Sources                       (1)



– AIM Day report documents noted are 
public domain but just not available yet at 
any site - discussions also reported in 
recent Winnipeg Free Press Op Ed article:

– Parsons, R. 2021. Keeyask and the future 
of Manitoba Hydro. Winnipeg Free Press, 
Analysis Section. (Posted: 4:00 AM CDT 
Friday, October 8, 2021). https://
www.winnipegfreepress.com/opinion/analysis/
keeyask-and-the-future-of-manitoba-
hydro-575484782.html 

Reference Sources                       (2)



– Parsons, R.V., M.J. Kizuik, T.G. Miles, S.C. 
Prud’homme, J.S. Sodomsky and M. 
Wang. 2020. Preliminary Cost Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) of Zero-Emission Transit 
Bus Options for the City of Winnipeg, I.H. 
Asper School of Business, University of 
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.             
https://umanitoba.ca/faculties/management/
faculty_staff/media/
CBA_for_Zero_Emission_Bus_Options_June_202
0_V3.pdf

Reference Sources                       (3)



– Earlier report discussing importance of 
modal-shift for transit (see Text Box)

– Parsons et al. 2017. Cost Benefit Analysis 
of Externality Factors for Battery-Electric 
Transit Buses. I.H. Asper School of 
Business, University of Manitoba, 
Winnipeg, Canada.  https://cpb-ca-
c1.wpmucdn.com/www.rrc.ca/dist/3/78/files/
2019/05/UofM-AsperMBA-2017-EBus-
Externalities-CBA-sgs15r.pdf

Reference Sources                       (4)



– Earlier article had recommended simplified 
incentives for transit ZEB

–Melo, F. and R. Parsons. 2019. Simplified 
rebates would get more electric buses on 
Canadian roads. Policy Options. (Posted 
August 22, 2019) https://policyoptions.irpp.org/
magazines/august-2019/simplified-rebates-
would-get-more-electric-buses-on-canadian-
roads/

Reference Sources                       (5)


